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ABSTRACT
Behaviorist methodological considerations in the learning sciences are rare compared to the 20th century. As a result, researchers may be conditioned towards an unbalanced and fragmented evidence base for the improvement of classroom teaching in primary education. The presented systematic literature review relates research of digital technology and learning in primary education to expected learning in primary education. In total, 641 articles published 2011–2020 were included and 2777 were excluded by full-text criteria review using radical behaviorist methodological presuppositions.

Findings show a low but increasing frequency of articles with behaviorist approaches, optimistic expectancy and evidence of learning in primary education through use of digital technology, and a trend for research to emphasize representational functions of digital technology. The relevancy of radical behaviorist methodology is discussed based upon the implications of the findings and other 21st century themes.

1. Introduction

In the learning sciences, behaviorism is considered a well-established approach. As a major part of foundational scientific theorizing, behaviorism dominated many methodological approaches for most of the 20th century [49]. These decades of widespread behaviorist methodological approaches are nowadays regarded by scientists in different light, often dismissed as an important but obsolete part in historical overviews presenting research [48]. The period has even been referred to as the “dark ages” where “nothing worthwhile was discovered” ([5], p. 171) on the motivational influences to learning due to narrow methodological approaches. For example, radical behaviorists reject so-called inner influences often derived from self-reported data without contextual relations [51]. In contrast to these dark ages, studies of digital technology may relate the use of such technology by emphasizing motivational influences and optimistically expect improved learning in primary education [25]. However, there are indications that such improvements might not extend to educational achievement outcomes, despite the widespread use of digital technology [54].

As educational achievement outcomes are a common way for teachers to determine the learning of their students, researchers may need to consider such narrow limitations [43]. This is especially true for research in primary education, as self-assessment may be a difficult task for children [39]. Further, recent technological developments have enabled education policy-making based on highly sought-after large-scale data with bodily and biological conditions [64]. These kinds of conditions for data use could relate an approach to a genetic epistemology. Radical behaviorism presupposes a genetic epistemology [7]. The scientific underutilization of such data may pose an ethical risk of leaving that which might have been scientifically controlled in other hands [52]. In the years 2011–2020, many important and valid literature reviews in the learning sciences have been published (e.g. [17,25,54,59]) but very few have explicitly had a behavioristic emphasis.

The developments outlined above, combined with large-scale initiatives such as the EU’s digital education action plan, clearly indicate the relevancy of deepening our contextual understanding regarding “digital education content and training in digital skills – including digital teaching methods” ([14], p. 10). Thus, this review aims to provide radical behaviorist methodological considerations related to data types and motivational influences to learning in the current literature of digital technology and primary education.

1.1. Relating digital technology in primary education to motivational influences

In an effort to emphasize student-centered learning, many
researchers of digital technology in the learning sciences focus on motivational influences rather than behavior [17,59]. Motivational influences are often thematically related to primary education by the inclusive notions that students “learn better when they are engaged” ([20], p. 187) and when teachers “allow the independent work of students” ([19], p. 15). By contrast, regulatory behavioral control might reduce the teacher workload but demotivate the students as they become less independent [1,47].

Digital technology has according to Crook and Sutherland [11] previously been identified by researchers of primary education with certain historical contingencies, such as heavy reliance on behaviorist approaches or constructivist research efforts such as LOGOs proposed by Papert [44]. Nowadays the digital can be understood as mainly characterized and identified by a ubiquitous quality [63], providing access to services anytime and anywhere. Such services are enabled by different 21st-century technology, including tablets and smartphone devices due to their lightweight, stationary computers and laptops with internet access, and software that may enable networked outcomes [30,63].

Digital technology may also enable “multiple representations of information, such as pictures, video, and animation” ([43], p. 44), providing independent and inclusive accessibility for students [50]. Such findings have commonly been related to special education, where multiple representations have supported students with special needs [26]. Motivational influences for learning appear related to digital technology when student independence is supported inclusively [57]. Motivational influences also seem to benefit cognitive functions for the retention of previous learning [5]. This is indicated by studies that have approached data with methodologies involving complex brain scanning equipment [42]. Assuming digital technology potentially relates to motivational influences, such technology could be expected to reinforce learning in primary education [57]. The potential of digital technology to reinforce learning can be optimistically expected to improve even further as it is “constantly evolving due to the rapid developments in technologies” ([65], p. 217).

1.2. Researching expected learning in primary education

Despite the expected learning potential of digital technology [65], an international report by OECD [41] indicates that the widespread use in primary education “has not resulted in progress in relation to students’ educational achievement” ([54], p. 116). Many literature reviews have evaluated why this is the case, such as beliefs held by teachers (e.g. [17,59]).

Researchers of digital technology and learning may approach students’ educational achievement in primary education by different methodologies that condition presuppositions for research methods [25]. Broader social approaches are according to Anderson and Shattuck [2] and Michos and Hernandez-Leo [33] valid and important but may be methodologically restricted when emphasizing “practical constraints and the specific context” ([2], p. 17) such as relating students’ educational achievement for the analysis of learning.

The reviews with broader social approaches (e.g. [17,54,59]) emphasize motivational influences and their expected relation to digital technology and learning in primary education. However, while explicitly deemphasizing behaviorist approaches, Tondeur et al. [59] also explicitly emphasize the need for further “consideration of the school context” ([59], p. 567) in addition to the motivational influences.

In a primary educational context, achievement outcomes are commonly distinguished through teaching that does not take motivational influences into account, but rather the behavior that was motivated by such influences [37]. For example, self-assessment may for children be “psychologically difficult to perform and troublesome to communicate” ([39], p. 6). Some approaches may better be suited for researchers that emphasize achievement outcomes through contextual relations [51].

The commonly used distinctions of qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods as seen in the literature review by Spiteri et al. [2020], do not distinguish between self-reported data (e.g. research methods primarily outlining language and beliefs, such as survey questionnaires and interviews), and behavioral data. Even when the distinction is made, broader social approaches may equate behavior to self-reported data through a bi-directional relationship [59].

According to Li et al. [2019], the majority of research on digital technology in the learning sciences “are based on teachers’ self-reported data” ([28], p. 25). Widespread unbalance use of research methods aimed at gathering self-reported data may risk a limited and fragmented evidence base [43]. Self-reports are especially restricted when emphasizing behavior [40]. Complimentary approaches for a more balanced use of data may provide valuable contextual findings [11]. In short, there may be benefits to behavioristic approaches that currently are underutilized [6].

1.3. Contextually relating behavioral outcomes

There are many behavioristic approaches, which generally are considered as well-established for emphasizing expected learning from contextually related outcomes [49]. Relating context from a radical behaviorist approach conditions research methods to a strictly defined event of behavior (e.g. actions, conduct, demeanor, doings, mannerisms) that according to radical behaviorist presuppositions can be described without reference to feelings, thoughts, opinions, attitudes, theories, or political tendencies [53]. Knowledge is from a radical behaviorist approach considered as learned from such an event by observable effects in the future related “upon other behavior” ([52], p. 410).

The radical behaviorist view of knowledge relates to a genetic epistemology, characterized by a physiological process that originates and develops in the contextually related human being [7]. Radical behaviorism is according to Carrara [7] incompatible with the neobehaviorism of theorists such as Carnap, Schlick, or Tolman and Hull, as they heavily emphasize mathematical equations and deductive logic. Such emphasis on mathematical equations and deductive logic “when it’s not needed is not science but scientism” ([56], p. 28).

As opposed to the broader social approaches, behaviorism determines learning by narrow measures and comparison of contextually related outcomes and observable parts [11]. This results in a narrow and distinct view of teachers in primary education, in which their profession relies on consequent and sequential educational reinforcement of students’ motivational influences by “approval or other social reinforcements explicitly contingent upon scholastic behavior” ([52], p. 405).

While a behavioristic analysis prima facie may appear archaic and perhaps even unhelpful for broader social approaches [5], recent technological developments might indicate the opposite. According to Williamson [64], new data-driven technologies that sometimes solely depend upon large-scale quantities of biometrical data with bodily and biological conditions are currently sought after by educational policymakers and governance. Such conditions for use of data could relate an approach to a genetic epistemology. Similar to technological advances in the past, observable events shift “with every discovery of a technique for making private events public. Behavior which is of such small magnitude that it is not ordinarily observed may be amplified” ([52], p. 282).

A radical behaviorist approach may not guarantee findings of all the valid and important levels of complexity in primary education. However, limiting the scope to behavior may provide “sequential construction involving simpler task constituents” ([11], p. 13). Such a narrow behaviorist scope may in part be required for the scientific rigor of broader social approaches [7].

The development of digital technology originally drew heavily on the behaviorist approaches [11]. The bodily and biological conditions of recent technological developments [64], might from a radical behaviorist genetic epistemology indicate an amplified complex shift from the levels of biological, chemical and physical to the observable cultural
level [7,52]. This may in part indicate the relevancy of radical behaviorist methodology for research that relates digital technology to learning in primary education.

1.4. Research questions

This review aims to provide radical behaviorist methodological considerations related to data types and motivational influences to learning in the current literature of digital technology and primary education.

RQ1: What data types do studies that relate digital technology to primary education depend on, according to radical behaviorist methodological presuppositions?

RQ2: How do studies of digital technology thematically relate motivational influences to expected learning in primary education?

RQ3: What outcomes have been reported by studies that relate digital technology to primary education and learning with behavioristic conditions?

2. Methodological approach

This is a systematic review. The approach is considered scientifically valuable due to the high requirements of explicit details throughout [23]. To a certain extent, explicit details ensure the removal of bias, as steps of the process easily can be retraced. Systematic literature reviews are also considered appropriate for methodological considerations, relevant to the aim of this review [23]. The protocol for systematic reviews and meta-analyses as described by the 17-item checklist of the PRISMA-P statement [34] was followed and interpreted in the spirit of guiding advice to navigate the reporting of the review.

2.1. Planning and search strategy

Some concepts discussed in this review are broad and often relate to historical contingencies not necessarily defined in the previous sections of this review. The wide and changing nature of the research fields provides substantial challenges to provide a comprehensive overview that is balanced in complexity yet adheres to the goal of a systematic review to “detect as much of the relevant literature as possible” ([23], p. 2). This may be true for most fields that relate to technology, but especially true for digital technology [65]. Thus, the inclusion criteria for the reviewed literature are wide and correspond to the aim and RQs outlined in the previous section of this review:

- Data detailing students or in-service teachers in primary education must be present.
- Digital technology and ubiquitous aspects must be related to learning in primary education.
- Expected learning in primary education must be discussed.
- Text need to be in English.

As planning for an appropriate search strategy, a prototype study was conducted from January to March 2020 with complex search strings related to concepts that were historically contingent on digital technology, yielding 215 record inclusions from the Web of Science database. The records were deemed as unreliable when reading the selected full-texts. For example, the ubiquitous quality of digital technology was sometimes referred to with other historically contingent names than the digital, and broader social approaches often referred to the concept of behavior differently. The unreliable results of the prototype study indicated a need for simple search strings, rather than complex search strings.

Another issue of the prototype study was the dependency on the title, abstract, and keyword for inclusion eligibility assessment. Certain articles distinguish data as self-reported or behavioral in the abstract section, but a majority solely present studies as either qualitative or quantitative. As a result, articles may contain data types omitted elsewhere, rendering the methodological distinctions of qualitative or quantitative as unhelpful to the aim of this review. Thus, an extensive search that included a full-text screening process from the start was required.

Only records identified by Scopus as articles were sought after. While conference papers and other publication types are of high value to a research field, they generally do not have as a strict peer-review process as journal articles. Further, they are often developed into journal articles at a later stage, which in effect would provide duplicate result inclusion without benefits to this review. To generate as a complete view of the relevant articles as possible, the search engine Scopus was chosen for its ability to include article results at a substantially higher level than other popular search engines [61]. The subject areas “MEDI”, “BUSI”, “BIOC” were excluded at this stage.

The extensive search was conducted with the simple search string: “primary AND (school OR education) OR learning) AND (digital OR technology)”. Publication years included 2011–2020 in full, yielding 4203 non-duplicate results for full-text eligibility assessment.

2.2. Text mining open-code paper selection process

Large-scale data quantities were automatically processed and manually open-coded through text analytics and basic data mining, with the mixed-model qualitative analytic research software QDA Miner 6.0 [27]. Additionally, QDA Miner was used for what Kelleher et al. [21] refer to as machine learning algorithms, forming naïve Bayes network models and predictions. Such models are appropriate for text analytics, as “naïve Bayes models are often successful in this domain” ([21], p. 262).

Due to unreasonable accessibility requirements or low demand, any full-texts not retrieved after scripted DOI clean-up and manual CrossRef lookup or Google Scholar searches were excluded. After 786 articles were excluded due to unavailable full-texts, 3418 full-text documents were compiled into the software, and connected to publication year meta-data provided by SCOPUS search results.

Then, each reference section at the end of articles was manually removed to provide more accurate text mining. Following this, words, paragraphs, or sentences marked as quotations were automatically generated according to basic search expressions such as “data”, “survey” and “higher education OR graduate”. These quotations were used to manually code text in the full-text, title, or keywords with clear indications that the article did not satisfy at least one of the inclusion criteria.

With some exceptions, as part of the paper selection process were retraced, sampled, and iterated later during analysis, articles were excluded in the following order, included in Fig. 1: 385 were excluded due to not being written in English (notably, 50 of these were marked as English in Scopus), 1986 were excluded due to in-service teachers or students not being mentioned or related to learning in primary education, 167 were excluded as they used secondary data only, such as reviews and editorials, and 239 were excluded due to the technology discussed not aligning with the definition of digital used in this review. This rendered 641 articles to be included for analysis. None of the excluded articles affected the presented findings from the analysis, as the findings was separated from the screening process at a later stage. For publication year data relating the screening process, see Table 1.

2.3. Variable considerations for analysis

This review includes large-scale data quantities for statistical analysis of included articles. For this review to answer its research questions in part with statistical analysis, it requires construction of quantifiable variables in included articles based upon a qualitative evaluation of how the included articles relate to digital technology and learning. For
example, articles might relate digital technology and the expected learning to themes of improved educational achievement of students and/or motivational influences. Included articles might analyze data from research methods such as self-reports from blogs. In this review, binary variables were coded according to details similar or identical to these examples. When the coding was complete, Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) 25 was used for statistical computations, as QDA Miner does not provide such functions.

The data types were conditioned by two measures. The first measure was the data collection techniques, according to trustworthiness criteria adapted to studies of naturalistic inquiries, such as the collection of participant-generated artifacts, screen recordings, and questionnaires [10,38]. The second evaluated how the analysis was presented, measured according to the radical behaviorist presuppositions for distinguishing self-reports from behavior. The measures were later combined to outline data types, such as behavioral observation detailing mannerisms of students, or self-reported observation from classroom observations detailing beliefs based upon speech and language.

This evaluation is relevant to the aim of this review to provide radical behaviorist methodological considerations related to data types and motivational influences to learning in the current literature of digital technology and primary education. However, a potential risk for behaviorist bias is duly noted as it might have affected the interpretations, compared to broader approaches.

2.4. Text mining open code analysis and variable construction

Working on top of the guiding statistics and thematic estimations from the paper selection process outlined in Section 2.2, additional words, paragraphs, or sentences marked as quotations were automatically generated. These additional quotations were generated by basic search expressions and advanced fuzzy string search expressions related to the binary variables outlined above. These quotations were used as guidance when reading the texts by providing specific word counts for each document, or color-markings in the text used as thematic estimations.

Binary variables were then constructed by a general inductive approach [55,58]. Inductivism may be considered the preferential use for the radical behaviorist perspective [7]. The binary variable construction concerned the manual assigning of open codes to manually marked text chunks in conjunction with related sections such as paragraphs in proximity or title and keywords, to carefully evaluate variable relevance to assigned document. The same manually assigned codes were iteratively used as basic machine-learned fuzzy string search expressions according to limiting scripts, providing further guiding estimations of thematically color-marked text. Further additions and iterations to the paper selection process outlined above were also made at this stage. For an overview of the text mining process, see Fig. 2.

Given the large-scale data set, the process required extensive human, manual measures to ensure methodological rigor and variable reliability. Despite thorough efforts of (a) sampling any automatic process for validity, and (b) multiple retracing of every analysis step, results may...
have been affected by the limitations of the researcher. However, compared and tested against the prototype study which solely relied on titles, keywords, and abstracts, variable validity was extensively improved, as many articles would have been excluded due to omitted details.

3. Findings

As both qualitative and quantitative analysis were used for the review of included articles, findings below are not only presented through statistical computations but also with direct quotes as examples.

Five general categories emerged from the findings that address the first RQ of this review. These categories were conditioned on the radical behaviorist presuppositions of this review that distinguishes data types according to the measures of data collection techniques and distinguishing use of data for either behavior or belief in the analysis. The articles that include more behavioral data types than self-reported data types (e.g., 2 behavioral data types and 1 self-reported data type), or solely behavioral data types (e.g., 1 behavioral data type and no self-reported data types), were categorized as behavioral studies as they majorly depend on this data type in the analysis (see categories 4–5 in Table 2). Of the selected 641 articles of this review, 20.1% were behavioral studies.

3.1. Unbalanced distribution of data types

While much important work is being done outlining beliefs of in-service teachers and students, adding valid complexity to the field, findings demonstrate a skewed ratio to the distribution of these methodological approaches: 61.6% of the selected articles majorly depend on self-reported data (see data types 1,2 in Table 2). Even if behavioral data may not guarantee specific outcomes of a study, articles with behavioral data might compensate to the ratio, thus increasing the chances of relating or deepening knowledge of contextual constituents.

The distribution of data types across 2011–2020 has fluctuated, most notable during 2014–2016 and 2018–2020 (see Fig. 3 which is adjusted for category comparison of publication year distribution according to light and dark colors). Compared to 2011–2014, the percentage distribution of published behavioral studies during 2015–2020 increased. This is a promising trend, as these behavioral studies might expand our knowledge about behavior that requires 21st-century skills. As it stands, “little is known about the effects of these skills on children’s cognitive development” ([3], p. 1). Currently, such skills seem to emerge and develop outside of primary schools, with examples such as the introduction of tablets to primary education classrooms that “has been so rapid and very much a grassroots development that was not centrally planned” ([9], p. 1052). This seems to be a reappearing object of study, as similar calls for research has been made in 2011, emphasizing that “teaching activities in high performing schools needs further analysis and represents an opportunity to focus policy design on the quality of the use of ICT” ([13], p. 1367).

3.2. Relating digital technology to primary education according to analyzed data type

The second RQ of this review is concerned with the way studies of digital technology thematically relate motivational influences to expected learning in primary education. These ways are outlined and discussed below.

Generally, articles with self-reported dependent studies had a positive statistically significant correlation ($r = 167, p < 0.01$) to themes that concerned student or in-service teacher equity of outcome related to digital technology and primary education. For example, a well-established concern is the digital divide, which outlines issues such as wealth and its effects on digital technology use ([22]). Equity oriented articles also highlighted digital technology through special education-related issues such as activities “bearing in mind ADHD

![Fig. 2. flowchart of the text mining process for paper selection iteration, analysis, and variable construction.](image-url)
students’ specific learning difficulties along with their learning styles” [29] or “use of constructivist learning integrating technology [that] allowed children in special education to be more active in defining their own learning goals” ([24], p. 801).

A positive statistically significant amount ($r = 232$, $p < 0.01$) of articles with behavioral studies thematically related educational achievement of its students to digital technology, clearly showing a consensus to the relevance of behavioral data types that emphasize contextual outcomes in the research field when relating students’ educational achievement to learning. For example, some studies that rely on self-reported data conclude with mentions that “the results should be read with caution, since the assessment of the program has been carried out through a self-report test and not with real observations of actual behavior” ([15], p. 14), and conclusions may only reflect belief when “limited with self-reported data” ([32], p. 3429).

Behavioral studies also emphasized themes of multiple representations of digital technology a positive statistically significant amount ($r = 144$, $p < 0.01$). This result was contrary to some of the assumptions of this review, as discussions of multiple representations arguably benefit by themes of potential related to digital technology, yet articles that depend on self-reported data omit them to a greater extent than behavioral studies.

The focus of preferences to use technology rather than learning outcomes methodologically connects themes of potential, instead of actual use based on the school curriculum. Articles with self-reported dependent studies more frequently discussed themes related to the reformation of expected learning in primary education than other articles. A majority of these articles did this by surveys of in-service teacher preferences to use digital technology in primary education, presupposing potential benefits of digital technology in primary education. However, while the articles that discussed themes of reformation were more frequent in certain types of studies, this was not to a statistically significant extent.

3.3. Relating digital technology to primary education according to the year of publication

As both teachers and students adapt to technological developments, ways of relating digital technology to primary education in the included scientific literature that analyzes in-service teachers and students may change as the years go on. Thus, to further address the second RQ of this review, publication year data is valuable to analyze. According to simple regression analysis and publication year percentage distribution comparison, 2011–2020 have shown three major changes among the variables of this review. Other themes remained relatively stable across the years and data types. It must be noted, however, that 2017–2020 had higher publication rates than previous years, which may affect the presented findings below.

The first change concerns a declining trend of articles with themes of expected outcomes regarding the instrumental value of digital technology for teachers, showing a coefficient of $-1629$ and an adjusted $R^2$ of 0.003, std. deviation of 0.459. The second trend outlines a declining number of articles emphasizing digital technology and its ability to increase student motivation for learning, showing a coefficient of $-1498$ and an adjusted $R^2$ of 0.002, std. deviation of 0.499. These two trends may either indicate some novelty effects of introduced digital technology being worn off or a consensus of such themes as valid.

Finally, simple regression analysis also shows a major increasing trend during 2011–2020 of articles emphasizing multiple representation qualities of digital technology in primary education, showing a coefficient of 4976 and an adjusted $R^2$ of 0.036, std. deviation of 0.484. This could indicate a thematic research area that arguably illustrates the effects of digital technology developments, along with clear examples of potential use. While the statistical values for this increasing trend may have been affected by skewed publication rates, publication year percentage distribution also showed a similar major increase that confirm the trend (for a comparative example, see Fig 4 illustrating the
percentage distribution of each publication year).

3.4. Behavioral studies and learning outcomes

Evaluating expected learning outcomes from digital technology in primary education can be done by different methodological approaches, as previously discussed in this review. According to the measures conditioned on the radical behaviorist presuppositions outlined in the previous sections of this review, 129 articles were categorized as behavioral studies. Below, findings are presented that address the third RQ of this review, which concern outcomes that have been reported by studies that relate digital technology to primary education and learning with behavioristic conditions.

In general, the behavioral studies reported beneficial outcomes of digital technology in primary education in terms of student achievement, student scholastic behavior, or teacher classroom management as defined by each article. Compared to other curriculum subjects or domains, mathematics was overrepresented. In Table 3, behavioral studies were categorized according to the primary education curriculum domain and confirmed outcomes from findings of the studies.

The behavioral studies published 2011–2020 can be regarded to show optimistic findings of progress in relation to students learning outcomes in primary education through the use of digital technology. The articles also report potential disadvantages with similar conclusions as self-reported dependent studies. Disadvantages include increased “unintentional information management demands” ([12], p. 2275) for teachers, “extraneous cognitive load placed on the learners” ([8], p. 2), and the high market price of certain devices [46,62].

Based on other outcomes of the behavioral studies, the potential benefits or at least necessity for use of digital technology seem to be much greater than the disadvantages, if related to the correct context. More studies seem to focus on promising areas such as using multiple representations to monitor students’ cognitive development and real-time activity information for assessment and classroom management [18,36]. The emerging field relating to this particular use of digital technology is commonly referred to as learning analytics [35], which seem to enable effective use of behavioral data for educational purposes.

Table 3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CURRICULUM DOMAIN</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Worse</th>
<th>Benefit</th>
<th>Beneficial</th>
<th>Management</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Art</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Literacy</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic Logic</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construct</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic Social</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construct</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics and</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Generic Social</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construct</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>129</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5. Answers to the RQs

RQ1 concerned what data types studies that relate digital technology to primary education depend on, according to radical behaviorist methodological presuppositions. This review has outlined five data type categories that to a varying degree distinguish studies that rely on self-reported data from studies that rely on behavioral data. It further connected the categories to publication year data.

RQ2 concerned how studies of digital technology thematically relate motivational influences to expected learning in primary education. This review discussed the statistical significance of themes such as educational achievements of students related to digital technology, multiple representations of digital technology, and equity of outcome related to...
digital technology. It further connected the data type categories from RQ1 to these themes, and simple regression analysis based on publication year data were performed.

RQ3 concerned the outcomes that have been reported by studies that relate digital technology to primary education and learning with behavioralistic conditions. This review analyzed general learning outcome findings of articles categorized as behavioral studies and connected them to primary school curriculum.

4. Discussion

4.1. Implications for research and practice

Alongside the radical behaviorist methodological presuppositions of this review ([7,52], 1974), the trend of increased articles with themes of multiple representations might explain the increasing percentage distributed frequency of behavioral studies, as they both relate a genetic epistemology.

Contrary to the international report by OECD [41], a majority of the behavioral studies included in this review showed optimistic learning outcomes in primary education through the use of digital technology. However, it is important to note the low frequency of confirmatory studies or published studies that failed to produce significant results. While the research field that studies digital technology in primary education has advanced contextual knowledge about behavior a great amount in 2014–2020, such emphasis is still underutilized compared to the advances in technology.

Combined with the declining trend of studies that emphasize motivational influences, considerations above confirm that in part, the findings of this review indicate that there is relevancy of radical behaviorism in the learning sciences. As indicated by the findings, such methodology might prove useful to research on 21st-century technology themes. In short, such themes include:

- Further development of digital technology that teachers can use which would “allow the collection of data generated by the activity (e.g., multimodal interactions, learning analytics), their dynamic processing, and their use to support and enhance the embodied learning and teaching processes” ([16], p. 17).
- Increased awareness of the perceived value of technology that is not digital is currently “fading in today’s educational environment” ([60], p. 273). Consequently, students today are born and grown up with rapidly developing changes that condition technological and social demands on student behavior [31].
- Clarification to what kind of responsibility educational institutions have when managing the transitional character of technological developments “as mediator between students and technologies, from the perspective of teaching students about the best use of these tools”. ([45], p. 423). For example, 21st-century skills such as digital literacy conditioned by multiple representations might be beneficial to promote from early childhood [4].

4.2. Limits and threats to validity

Findings with statistical significance do not guarantee value. While significant, some of the findings of this review were arguably not very strong. Even the strong findings will most likely correct in the near future due to skewed publication rates. Based on the data in this review, the variables analyzed will still yield strong findings after such corrections, but further research with aspects not considered in this review is required to draw any conclusions at this stage. For example, comprehensive bibliometric reviews might give insight into the high publication rates of 2017–2020.

While this review emphasized the behaviorist approach, it cannot function in a vacuum. In other words, if the skewed ratio were to point in the other direction, the radical behaviorist methodological considerations of this literature review would be redundant. Reiterating the validity and importance of other approaches, this review has due to narrow scope omitted valuable findings from social themes, which instead can be found in other reviews (e.g. [17,25,54,59]). This review has also adhered to relatively simple variables and statistical computations. While this may have prevented invalid coding or fatal mistakes in data analysis, omitted valuable aspects considered more complex, such as the social themes, or further in-depth statistical computations, might have brought more nuance to the reader.

5. Conclusion

This review provided radical behaviorist methodological considerations related to data types and motivational influences to learning in the current literature of digital technology and primary education. Findings revealed an unbalanced and skewed ratio illustrating a high frequency and percentage distribution of self-reported dependent studies, clearly detailing a need for more behavioral studies as a compensatory balance. Promising indications seen in 2015–2020 dictate a correction to this trend, which if continued may result in a better methodological balance in the research field.

Digital technology affects many professions to a large extent [30,63]. Current technological developments have shown attempts for making education policy intensively data-led, solely based upon large-scale data with bodily and biological conditions [64]. According to the findings of this review, this can also be seen in the research field that relates digital technology with primary education, where the bodily and biological data increasingly are studied through different uses of multiple representations. Such use of data relates a genetic epistemology with compatible methodological conditions to radical behaviorism.

Behaviorist approaches are often dismissed as blunt tools effective at influencing independent schoolwork of students by regulatory behavioral control [1,47,48]. As a result, many researchers in the field have in the years 2011–2020 emphasized motivational influences [17,59]. Such approaches have their merits, but the findings of this review indicate that more studies with methodological presuppositions conditioned by behaviorist approaches are needed for deepening our contextual knowledge of contextual constituents.

Any set of agreed methodological approaches that generate research “does not prove its value unless the research is valuable” [51]. Behaviorism could function as an instrument for regulated control and may, therefore, merit critique about unethical implications when adopting these instruments as a researcher in the learning sciences [5]. However, refusing to adopt the same methods as a researcher to avoid misuse of power “is merely to leave control in other hands” ([52], p. 437). Therefore, it is important for educational institutions to initiate change rather than reacting to it, as these rapid technological developments are “something we can no longer avoid” ([45], p. 422). One way to initiate such a change is to do research with a radical behaviorist methodological approach.
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